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Appendix C

Derivation of resonance driving
terms

In case the motion is regular it can be decomposed into a series of spectral lines [143] the frequencies
of which are the fundamental tunes υx and υy and their linear combinations, e.g for the linearly
normalized horizontal plane after N turns:

ẑ(N)− ip̂x =

inf
∑

j=1

aje
i[2π(mjυx+njυy)N+φj ] mj , nj ∈ Z. (C.1)

Where aj and φj are the amplitude and phase of the corresponding spectral line.

C.1 Generating function

The idea of using a generating function is to reduce the initial map to a simpler map. In this case the
Cartesian coordinates are transformed to action-angle variables.

In the lowest order, the linear case, the action angle variables (Jx, φx, Jy, φy) are related to the
Courant-Snyder variables (section 1.2.1) (x̂, p̂x, ŷ, p̂y) by the formula:

ẑ =
√

2Jz cos(φz + φzo),

p̂z = −
√

2Jz sin(φz + φzo), (C.2)

where φz0 is the initial phase. It is convenient to express the linearly normalized variables in the so
called resonance basis h=(h+x , h

−
x , h

+
y , h

−
y ) defined by the relations:

h±z = ẑ ± ip̂z =
√

2Jze
∓i(φz+φz0). (C.3)

The transformation to the new set of canonical coordinates ζ = (ζ+x , ζ
−
x , ζ

+
y , ζ

−
y ) which brings the

map into the Normal form is expressed as a lie series:

ζ = e−:Fr:h, (C.4)

where
ζ±z =

√

2Ize
∓i(φz+φz0). (C.5)

And (Ix, φx, Iy, φy) are the nonlinear action angle variables. In the resonance basis , Fr can be
written as a sum pf homogeneous polynomials variables ζ as

Fr =
∑

jklm

fjklmζ
+j
x , ζ−kx , ζ+ly , ζ−my . (C.6)

Introducing ζ±z :

Fr =
∑

jklm

(2Ix)
j+k

2 (2Iy)
l+m

2 e−i[(j−k)(φx+φx0)+(l−m)(φy+φy0)]. (C.7)
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The transformation from the new action-angle variables to the linearly normalized variables is given
by:

h = e:Fr:ζ = ζ + [Fr , ζ] + [Fr , [Fr, [Fr, ζ]]] + ..., (C.8)

where [Fr, ζ] denotes the Poisson bracket of Fr and ζ. To the first order transformation to the h−x
reads:

h−x ≈ ζ−x + [Fr, ζ
−
x ] = ζ−x − 2i

∑

jklm

jfjklmζ
+j−1
x , ζ−kx , ζ+ly , ζ−my . (C.9)

The evolution of the variable in Normal Form after N turns is given by:

ζ−x (N) =
√

2Ixe
2πυxN+φx0 . (C.10)

The evolution of the linearly normalized horizontal variable:

h−x (N) =
√
2Ixe

i(2πυxN+φx0)

−2i
∑

jklm

jfjklm(2Ix)
j+k−1

2 (2Iy)
l+m

2 ei[(1−j+k)(2πυxN+φx0)+(m−l)(2πυyN+φy0)], (C.11)

and the vertical horizontal variable:

h−y (N) =
√

2Iye
i(2πυyN+φy0)

−2i
∑

jklm

lfjklm(2Ix)
j+k

2 (2Iy)
l+m−1

2 ei[(k−j)(2πυxN+φx0)+(1−l+m)(2πυyN+φy0)]. (C.12)
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